
Characters: 
Doctor E-Cale 
Fredrick-Zach 
Doctor D-Faith 
Uncle Frank -Sabrina 

Four scientist enter the lab and start working on a few 
different projects. 

Muttering fills the air 

Doctor E fiddle with the machine on the table and gaze to 
see Doctor D is working on 

Doctor E: “what are you working on doctor D?” 

Doctor D gestures their hands to the machine still looking 
through the microscopes. 

Doctor D: “Well, it’s a little difficult to explain but, it’s 
basically a compressive condenser in order to lessen the 
molecular structure of an atom” 

Doctor E:”Cool” 

Doctor E, still glaring in the microscope, says: “I would 
offer my assistance however, I currently have my hands full 
with this prokaryote cell” 

Doctor D: “I’m afraid that won’t be necessary at all, this 
machine is extremely fragile and dangerous, who knows what 
will happen if I’m not on full alert or if the machine is in the 
hand’s of someone who doesn’t fully understand it’s 
capabilities, people could disappear, city’s can be destroyed, 
worlds ca-“ 

Suddenly there is a loud screeching noise causing with 
entering of Uncle Frank, causing everyone to cover their ears, 
and causing the shrink ray and sample container with the cell 
to drop on to the floor. 

Uncle Frank is holding a speaker loudly playing music (first 
team choice element). 
All three scientist look at horror at the machine on the floor 
contemplating how they got here. 

An out breath as Fredrick walks through the door. Fredrick 
crouches hands on his knees. 

Fredrick: “Oh my god” *heavy breathing*, “I’m so 
sorry”,*huff* “this, this is my cousin, Uncle Frank” 

Fredrick gestures to his Uncle Frank and stands up Fredrick 

Fredrick: ”He stopped by yesterday and begged me to let 
him checked out the lab sooo, I kind of gave him permission 
to come to the lab for the day, I hope you don’t mind any 
damage he might do” 

While Fredrick is talking Uncle Frank is walking around the lab 
curious to what he might find and fiddling with the machines 
in the area 

Uncle Frank waves: “Howdy” 

Doctor E is currently backing farther away from where the 
machine ray and Doctor D. Doctor D stares at the broken 
machine, hands shaking in anger. 

Doctor D walks to Fredrick and Uncle Frank and shouts in 
anger: “DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA WHAT YOU JUST DID TO 
MY COMPRESSIVE CONDENSER” 

Uncle Frank shrinks and scratches his head: “Uuuh what’s a 
comprossove coindeser” (pronounces it wrong on purpose) 

Fredrick eyes goes wide: “He broke the shrink ray!!!” 

Doctor E: “and made me drop my precious cell” 

Doctor E puts cell right next to shrink ray 

Uncle Frank looks at the shrink ray broken  

Uncle Frank: “ooh, a button!” 

All of the scientist notice and back away  

Doctor E takes a step forward  

Doctor E: “Wait, no!” 

Everyones screams 
Uncle Frank: “Ahhhh!!” 
Doctor D: “We’re shrinking” 
Doctor E: “Ack, What have you dooonneeee?!?!” 
Fredrick: “Eeeeee! Don’t touch buttons!!” 

*sent to microworld* (Set changes now in micro world set)  

They are transported to the top of the capsule 

Uncle Frank looks around: “aaaah, umm where are we?” 

Doctor D stares at him with a blank face still shacking in 
rage and mumbles: “someplace” 

Fredrick look at the fimbriae, almost touching it: “yeah, 
where are we?” 

Fredrick looks around and realizes 

Fredrick: “Wait, No, nooo, there is absolutely no way” 

Doctor E looks around the microworld in excitement: 
“We’re in the cell” 

Fredrick face goes pale: “We’re in the cell” 

Doctor D nods hesitantly and grumpily poking the 
Fimbriae(the Bush): “Ugh, yeah, that prokaryote cell, I must 
admit the ribosomes is quite on point 

Doctor E looks around the group: “hey wait, before we do 
anything does anyone have any food and water with them” 

They all search there pockets but, find nothing. 

Doctor E looks scared: ”anything at all?” 

Fredrick stares at a piece of the ground: “we could attempt 
eating the capsule” 

Uncle Frank: ”Do we know if it’s poisonous?” 

The group looks at each other silently. 

Doctor D stalks off: “well, we’re going to die, This is exactly 
how I wanted to do go down, above a cell membrane, dr. 
Leto, just thank you, thank you sooo much”  

Fredrick follow him: “ I didn’t do anything!” 

Doctor D turns around staring him down: “Oh, you didn’t 
anything, yeah, oh sure, sure, sure, sure! You didn’t just let 
that absolute imbecile tramp into our lab without the any 
regard to the safety of your fellow scientists”  

Doctor E comes between the two of them: “hey” 

Doctor E takes a deep breath: “how about we all just take 
some deep breaths, ok I will start” 

Doctor E starts taking deep breaths while Doctor D and 
Fredrick argue. 

Fredrick stares Doctor D down 

Fredrick: “How would I know that, I haven’t seen Uncle Frank 
in years before yesterday, honestly, if he was able to get us 
on top of a capsule” 

Fredrick: “than I think there should be a safety check, to 
make sure the machines created are in the right and safe 
hands” 

Doctor E stops doing deep breaths and looks at them both 
nervously. 

Doctor D face twists: “are you calling me irresponsible” 

Fredrick: “Ha, no, no, I just think that yo-“ 

Doctor E: “Guys” 

Doctor D & Fredrick: “what?” 

Doctor E: “we should explore our surrounding for some 
resources, arguing all day isn’t going to do anything” 

Doctor D and Fredrick stare at each and say in unison: 
“Fine” 

Doctor D moves forward in the group and pulls out a flash 
light  

Doctor D:” let me lead the way” 

Doctor D flashes light on dye 

Doctor E : “ooh! This must be the protein I tagged with 
fluorescence for my fluorescence microscopy research” 

All the Scientists plus Uncle Frank explore the cell, Doctor D 
in front flashing the floor with their flash light  

While all the scientists walk Uncle Frank starts reciting a 
poem and walking around without looking where he is going 
and start humming while looking board  

Uncle Frank:  
Hi, I'm Uncle Frank, 
I’m always playing a prank, 
I'm built like a tank. 

You can't beat my strengths, 
I can swim 100 lengths, 
I am amazing. 

I am the greatest, 
I am truly the bravest, 
Better than the rest. 

Uncle Frank promptly trips while at the end of the poem 

Doctor E & Fredrick comes towards Uncle Frank 

Doctor E: for heavens sake, Please be careful 

Fredrick picks up the mysterious object and stares at it 

Fredrick: ”Hey, do guys know what exactly this is? 

All doctors stand in a circle around the mysterious object in 
silence, looking at the mysterious object. 

Doctor D interrupts the silence: “this looks completely 
useless” 

Fredrick drops the object on the ground and all scientist go 
back to what they were doing. 

Fredrick: “Maybe we will find something that can help 
further up the cell” 

All scientist’s travel towards the chromosome, Uncle Frank 
looks around 

Doctor D: “Did anyone find anything that could help us” 

Doctor E breaks the silence and shrugs: “Maybe we just 
aren’t uuh, looking hard enough??” 

Fredrick: “ I did spot a Chromosome of the cell, basically the 
it contains the protein and DNA strands of the cell, but I 
don’t think it’s very useful for us” 

Doctor D: “we’re doomed” 

Falling Action: 

Character walk back, Uncle Frank is slouching and looking 
bored  

Faith goes turn off lights 

The lights suddenly turn off 

Uncle Frank: Looks like it’s getting darker in here 

Fredrick: It must already be closing time for the lab  

All of the group groans expect Uncle Frank  

All of the walk forwards expect untilUncle Frank stops at the 
mysterious object and fiddles with it and presses the syringes  

His eyes shot up as he sees the inside of the box 

Uncle Frank: “Uhh, scientists” 

Fredrick goes towards Uncle Frank 

Uncle Frank:”Maybe this thing isn’t useless” 

Fredrick: “we could try touching it” 

Doctor D: “what do we have to lose” 

All of the scientist in the semi-circle the machine 

The box opens and all the scientists reach inside the box  

SCENE CHANGE 
Uncle Frank: “Weeeeeeeee!!” 
Doctor D: “We really shouldn’t of touched that….” 
Doctor E: “Not again…” 
Fredrick: “If this doesn’t work, I’m disowning you Frank!!” 

All the of the character stare at each other awkwardly. 

Uncle Frank:  Yeehaw, we made it back! 

Fredrick puts the Mysterious object on the table and 
breaks the silence: “Uncle Frank, for the sake of the world, 
please never EVER enter a lab again” 

Uncle Frank gives salute to Fredrick 
  
Uncle Frank: “You got it partner” 

Uncle Frank starts for the door and then points to the 
mysterious object: “hey can I actually borrow this gizmo for 
a some afternoon fun” 

All doctors yell at him: “GET OUT!” 

Uncle Frank puts his hands up: “alright, alright, yeesh” 

Uncle frank then exits 

Doctor E says looking wary at the mysterious object: 
“Well, what do we do with that now?” 

Doctor D looks at the scientist in the room 

Doctor D: “We do what we do best, conduct a scientific 
experiment!” 

All the scientists in the room look satisfied with this 
proposition. 

The end 


